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Outline

• Exactions as tools for adaptive planningExactions as tools for adaptive planning
• Original focus: Koontz

Li it ti• Limitations
– Federal takings law
– State law

• Exacting “rolling easements” in Floridag g



Exactions for Adaptive 
Planning 

• Way to internalize costs
• Theoretically, an excellent tool:y,

– Maximize land and minimize problem of uncertainty

• Various possible methodsVarious possible methods
– Monetary exactions
– “Rolling easements”g

• Various potential problems with each



Monetary Exactions

• Not “impact fees”Not impact fees  
– Impact fees for capital improvements and 

where improvement provides benefit towhere improvement provides benefit to 
assessed property

– “Proportionate share”Proportionate share



Rolling Easements

• Legally enforceable expectation that theLegally enforceable expectation that the 
shore can migrate landward

• General term for various tools• General term for various tools
– Regulatory limitations on armoring/protection

C ti t– Conservation easements
– Deed restrictions
– Covenants
– Focus here on conservation easements



Limitations on Exactions

• Nollan v. Cal. Coastal Com’n (1987)
– An exaction must have an “essential nexus” 

with the reason the permit could be denied
• Dolan

– Exaction must have “rough proportionality” to g p p y
harms from proposed development



The Confusion: Koontz

• Wetlands development permit by KoontzWetlands development permit by Koontz
• Could be denied by SJRWMD, but 

proposed several potential mitigationproposed several potential mitigation 
strategies (pay for off-site mit.)
K t j t d l it d i d• Koontz rejected proposals, permit denied

• Koontz brought exactions claim and won 
in circuit court 



Exactions after Koontz

• Scope of property rights to which it appliesScope of property rights to which it applies
– Koontz clarified: applies to exactions of 

property interests such as easements forproperty interests such as easements for 
public use, not monetary exactions

• What about easements that are not forWhat about easements that are not for 
public access?



Exactions for Adaptive 
Planning 

• Are exactions of “rolling easements” 
subject to Nollan and Dolan? j
– Depends on interpretation
– Fla. S. Ct. in Koontz: “the Nollan/Dolan rule with 

regard to ‘essential nexus’ and ‘rough proportionality; 
is applicable only where the condition/exaction sought 
by the government involves a dedication of or overby the government involves a dedication of or over 
the owner's interest in real property in exchange for 
permit approval”



Exactions for Adaptive 
Planning 

• Nollan:
• “Of course neither [PruneYard Shopping Center v. 

R bi 447 U S 74 K i A t U it d St tRobins, 447 U.S. 74 nor Kaiser Aetna v. United States, 
444 U.S. 164] involved, as this one does, a classic right-
of-way easement.”y

• Heavily emphasized the right to exclude others as being 
“one of the most essential sticks in the bundle of rights 
that are commonly characterized as property ”that are commonly characterized as property.  



Exactions for Adaptive 
Planning 

• Dolan:
• Focuses repeatedly on the right to exclude 
• For example: “The city has never said why a public 

greenway, as opposed to a private one, was required in 
the interest of flood control. The difference to petitioner,the interest of flood control.  The difference to petitioner, 
of course, is the loss of her ability to exclude others.   As 
we have noted, this right to exclude others is ‘one of the 
most essential sticks in the bundle of rights that aremost essential sticks in the bundle of rights that are 
commonly characterized as property.’”



Exactions Property 
Interest

Does the property interest 
include access by the public 

Money
include access by the public 
or otherwise  dramatically 

limit the “right to exclude”?

Yes No

Language 
from U.S. and do not 

apply in Florida according to Supreme 
Court unclear. 

apply in Florida according to 

and rules of “essential 
nexus” and “rough proportionality” 

apply in Florida according to 



Permit Limitation  on 
A i /R b ildiArmoring/Rebuilding

• Limitation on new armoring/repair existing
• Permit limitation for new constr. or 

rebuilding/ substantial modification (>50% 
of building value; not statutory definition in 
161.54(12))

• Deed restriction? California exampleDeed restriction? California example
• How to ensure in chain of title? Require 

recordation?recordation?



Exacting a Future Interestg

• Conservation easement limiting armoringConservation easement limiting armoring
• Future interests—

R t f f it t f l i Fl id– Reverter or forfeiture not useful in Florida 
because limited to 21 years per §689.18 
Likely violates statutory rule against– Likely violates statutory rule against 
perpetuities (§689.225) [IF CONSIDERED A 
NON-VESTED RIGHT]NON VESTED RIGHT]

– [HOWEVER, NEED TO CHECK 
REFERENCES TO 689.18(5)]REFERENCES TO 689.18(5)]

– [REVIEW ALSO 689.225]



Temporal Problems

• Professor Timothy Mulvaney
P t t f ti f t• Present costs of exactions vs. future 
impacts

• If an issue, most likely for cash exactions



Conclusions

• Nollan and Dolan do not apply to moneyNollan and Dolan do not apply to money 
exactions in Florida

• Unclear if apply to real property dedication• Unclear if apply to real property dedication 
without public access
P t ti b till ibl• Property exactions maybe still possible, 
but. . . .
– Property law complexities



Conclusions

• Cash exactions easier but potentiallyCash exactions easier, but potentially 
even less effective; uncertain political 
appeal; potential temporal issuesappeal; potential temporal issues

• Best options:
E t ti t hibiti– Exact conservation easement prohibiting 
armoring (unclear if Nollan/Dolan apply)
Utilize overlay zoning to generally require– Utilize overlay zoning to generally require 
limitation on armoring
Local government purchases property and– Local government purchases property and 
sells limited fee back for development


